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&lt;/lyrics&gt;
{{Translation||Japanese}}
==Romaji==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Hitotsu futatsu to yume o
Kazoete iku mon ja nai
Motto zutto kataku ookiku
Shite ika nakucha



Kakaete iru mono wa omotain desho
Sore wa makkura na kokoro no yami
Nante yobareru arifure ta mono yo

Ima sugu me o korashite sono ankoku ni
Donna sekai mo egakidaseru
Subete no iro o miidasu beki da wa

Tanin to onaji koto nanka
Shitakunai kyouminai
Tokubetsu ga hoshii kara
Watashi no tokoro ni kitan desho?

Manabinasai dokushinasai
Inshinasai SAIKEDERIKKU
Mekuru mette notautte
Kono saki nandemo yoridori mitori

Honki asobi nani demo
Otoshite ikebaii wa
Ikura yatte yararetatte
Heriyashinai kara

Angai sono HAATO moroi mitai ne
Tanomoshikutte hakanakutte
Mina sonna mon kawaii mono da wa

Jibun ga dare yori mo ai oshiitte?
Sore ga seikai okusuru koto
Naku aise tara suteki na koto yo ne

Ashikase atte no jiyuu yo
Ikirutte fujiyuu yo
Demo kimama ni miete iru
Watashi o tehon ni shitai desho?

Yokushinasai kanjinasai
Kiwamenasai EGOISUTIKKU
Kirawarete utomarete
Sorede sekai ga owaruwakeja nashi

Dore ka dokoka to ai wo
Tashikameterunjanaku
Tsugi no ima wo ima no ima yori
Yoshitoseyo

Tsuyogatte erabutte
Jinsei wa nanbo no mondawa
Shinjitsu ga kyozou yori
Chiisakutatte kamaiya shinaikara

Manabinasai dokushinasai
Inshinasai SAIKEDERIKKU
Mekuru mette notauteba
Kono saki nandemo sono te no nakani!

Hitotsu futatsu to yume o
Kazoete iku mon ja nai
Motto zutto kataku ookiku
Shite ika nakucha
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
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==English Translation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;



One and two...
Dreams aren't meant to be counted like that
We have to get it more harder and bigger
That's what you've got to do

What you're carrying is so heavy, eh?
That's just a thing called &quot;darkness of the mind&quot;
And it's something so common

You have to squeal into the darkness right now
And try find the colors
To be able to draw any world you want

You don't want to do the same as others
Don't want it, not interested
You want something so special
And isn't that the reason why you came to me?

You better learn, poison
Be lecherous, psychedelic
Be dazzled and toss about
From now on you can have a lot to choose from

True love, just play, it doesn't matter
Just do it all
Coz, how much you do or have it done to you
Nothing's going to be taken away from you

Well, your heart seems so fragile than I had thought
It's so dependable yet so frail
Everyone else is like that too, and that's so cute

You say you love yourself more than anyone else?
That's so correct. Isn't is so nice
If you can love yourself without any hesitations

Freedom occurs when you're in fetters
Being alive is inconvenient
But you want to be just like me
Who always seems so carefree?

You better want, feel
Master, egotistic
Even though if you get hated and alienated
It's not like the world's going to end

It's not about searching for
Which and where love is
But rather saying
That the next &quot;now&quot; is better than the &quot;now&quot; of now

Life is much for
Being bluff and arrogant
It doesn't matter even if
the truth is much smaller than the lies

You better learn, poison
Be lecherous, psychedelic
Be dazzled and toss about
From now on you can have anything you wish

One and two...
Dreams aren't meant to be counted like that
We have to get it more harder and bigger
That's what you've got to do
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